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Tools of the trade 
• The Adobe Suite [Photoshop, Animate, Illustrator, After Effects]
• Ink, paint, and traditional materials
• New software and workflows learned as needed

Education
The Art Institute, Portland OR, BFA 2016

related work history
Artist • Illustrator • Print Design • Self
Sept 2020 – current
 • I regularly design stickers, prints, and accessories within manufacturer 
specs on my own deadlines while maintaining graphics, content, and 
brand consistency for my own website and social media.

Illustrator • Asset Creation • Illustrator • Asset Creation • The Command Zone [remote contract]
Summer 2022
 • Collaborated with a small team of 3-6 members on a tight deadline 
to create 16 characters with 100+ poses and accessories. Assets were 
used both for animation poses as well as larger illustrations to market the 
release of a lore drop from a popular card game company.

Artist • Painting Instructor • Live Laugh Love Art
Oct 2019 – currentOct 2019 – current
 • Design acrylic paintings within specifications for a tailored audience 
and gave live demonstrations for groups of 15-30 adults at a time.
 • Create in-store displays to demonstrate techniques and theory

Workshop Leader • Signmaker • Home Depot
Jun 2017 – Oct 2020
  • Lead bi-monthly workshops ranging from small groups of adults to 
large gatherings of children and families.
 • I personally increased attendance of these events by ~200%
 • Created adverts for these events including plywood cutouts for photo 
ops as well as flyers, staying within the national brand.

  • Other retail-adjacent experience required the design of training 
manuals for cash handling and best practices, as well as signmaking, 
lettering, and iconography for merchandising. Traditional 2D animation 
and rig design as well as video editing remains a part of my passions 
and toolkit.

summary
Artist with over five years experience in print and product design, sales, 
social media, and research. I am seeking to apply these skills to a team 
or project that shares in my passions for art and community.

skills
As a workerAs a worker, I am 
versatile, 
resourceful, and 
communicative, 
and enjoy the 
exchange of ideas 
and critique to 
achieve the best achieve the best 
result. I am both 
self-motivated as 
well as a team 
player.

As an artist, I use art 
to convey not only 
visual interest but 
intent, making sure 
my art is easily 
readable with 
expressive 
characters and characters and 
strong shape 
language.

strengths
Expressiveness
Composition
Clean lines
Ideation
Communication

Artist  •  Storyteller
Robyn Myers


